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All Dressed Up Pop Up Card 

 

Supplies Used: 

Stamp Sets: All Dressed Up, Madison Avenue (Sale-A-Bration), Essentials 

Ink: Melon Mambo, Pool Party 

Paper: Whisper White: 12 x 12 for card base, 

4 ¼ x 4 ¼ for dress, scraps for greeting and stamped image on front 

 Basic Gray 4 ¼” x 10” for insert, scrap for scallop circle on front 

 Melon Mambo: 2 ¼” x 5 ¼” for dress form framelit, 

4 ¼” x 1 ¾” for banner on front, scrap for inside banner 

Neutrals Paper Pack:  6 x 4 ¼” for card front 

 Pool Party: 4 ¼” x ¼” for inside strip, scrap for greeting and 1 ¼” circle on front 

 Daffodil Delight: 4 ¼” x ¼” for inside strip, scrap for flower on outside 

 Silver Glimmer:  2 ¼” x 2” for punched circles and dress bodice 

Accessories: Big Shot, Extended Cutting Plates, Card Base Pop ‘n Cuts, Dress Form Pop ‘n Cuts magnetic die, Dress Up Framelits 

Dies, Scallop,  1 ¼”, 1” circle, 1 3/8” square, Itty Bitty  Shapes Punch Pack, World Window and Modern Label Punches, button, 

Pool Party Baker’s Twine, Mini Glue Dots, Elmer’s Glue or the like (for the glimmer paper), rhinestone 
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1. Cut the base of your card using the Card Base Pop ‘n Cuts, 

Big Shot and extended cutting plates. 

 

TIP: Use a 12”x12” piece of card stock or Designer Series 

Paper cut at 6”x12”.  This will help with the accurate 

placement and cutting of the card base.  You can use a  

4 1/4” x 11” piece of paper.  You just have to be more 

careful with the alignment of the paper on the die as it 

just fits on the cutting lines. 

 

 

This is the Card Base Pop ‘n Cuts without the Dress 

Form Pop ‘n Cuts insert.  It has an open center and 

a magnetic plate to hold the Dress Form Pop ‘n 

Cuts Magnetic Die. 

Use without the magnetic die to simply cut a card 

base. 

Cuts a card base with rounded edge at the top and 

slits for tucking in the edges when folded at the 

bottom. 

The magnetic  Pop ‘n Cuts Dress Form die fits 

inside this base to cut a pop-up card. 

Card base is 4 ¼” x 11”.  Score in the middle at 5 ½”  
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2.  After cutting out card base, score at 5 ½”. 

 

This is the back side of the Dress Form Pop ‘n 

Cuts magnetic die.  Notice the 3 magnets (2 on 

top and 1 on the bottom middle).  These strong 

magnets keep the die in place on the magnetic 

plate on the Card Base die. 
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3. Turn the die over and place into the top 

portion of the Card Base die.  Make sure the 

lines on the Card Base die and the Dress Form 

die are aligned. 

4. Place the 4 ¼” x 10” piece of Basic Gray card 

stock on the die and run through the Big Shot 

using the extended cutting plates. 

TIP: Before cutting, make sure paper is properly 

aligned on the die. 

For patterned paper, lay right side DOWN on 

die. 

Cut ONE layer at a time. 
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There will be 4 score lines.  I have marked them 

with a black pen. 
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5.  Now fold the insert along the 4 score lines.  

The 2nd fold is a mountain fold, the rest are 

valley folds. 

TIP: Start by folding the insert at the middle 

score line (valley fold). This will fold your insert 

in half as it will match up the score line on the 

card base. 

Then fold the 4th score line (valley fold) 

Then fold the 2nd score line (mountain fold) 

Then fold the 1st score line (valley fold) 

Don’t fold the dress form itself. 
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7. Cut out Dress Form using the Big Shot and 

Dress Up Framelit die out of Melon Mambo 

card stock. 

8. Adhere the dress form to the Pop-Up using 

SNAIL Adhesive. 

6. Apply SNAIL Adhesive to the back side of the insert.  Do not put adhesive on the parts that pop up. 

Adhere the Pop-Up insert  to the card base, carefully aligning the top and center score line.  
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9.  Stamp dress from All Dressed Up using Pool 

Party ink on Whisper White card stock. 

10. Cut out dress using dress framelit. 

 

 

11. Punch out 6 circles from Silver Glimmer paper using the 

small circle punch from Itty Bitty Shapes Punch pack.  Add to 

the bottom of the dress using a small drop of Elmer’s Glue. 

12. Stamp the top part of the dress on the back of the Silver 

Glimmer paper. Cut out the pieces of the bodice using a pair of 

scissors.  Add to the top of the dress using  a drop Elmer’s Glue. 

13. Banner cut the edge of the ¼” Melon Mambo strip of card 

stock and attach to the waist line of the dress. 

14. Thread a piece of Pool Party Baker’s Twine through the 

button, tying a knot or bow at the front.  Attach to the strip of 

Melon Mambo using a Mini Glue Dot. 

15. Stamp greeting on scrap piece of Whisper White card stock.  

Punch out using Word Window punch. Punch scrap piece of 

Pool Party using Modern Label punch.  Layer punched pieces 

and adhere to the inside of the card. 
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16. Front of card: 

-Cut out piece of Neutrals Designer Series paper using the Pop ‘n Cuts Card base WITHOUT the magnetic die. Line the top edge 

of the paper with the top rounded edge on the die. 

Adhere to the front of the Whisper White card base, aligning the top and bottom edges. 

-Stamp circle from Madison Avenue on scrap piece of Whisper White card stock using Melon Mambo ink.  Punch out using 1” 

circle punch. 

-Punch Scallop Circle out of Basic Gray card stock. 

-Punch 1 ¼” Circle out of Pool Party card stock. 

-Punch small flower out of Daffodil Delight card stock.   

-Layer pieces together. 

-Banner cut piece of Melon Mambo card stock using the 1 3/8” square punch. 

-Layer punched pieces onto banner piece and adhere to the front of the card. Add a rhinestone to the center of the Daffodil 

Delight flower. 

IDEAS! 

 

 

Use the Pop ‘n Cuts Base and Pop ‘n Cuts Dress 

Form to create something other than a dress! 

I created this barrel cactus card for a 

southwestern- themed card swap. 
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Supplies Used: 

Stamp Set:  Madison Avenue, Bloomin’ Marvelous 

Ink:  Cajun Craze, Not Quite Navy 

Paper: Whisper White, So Saffron, Cajun Craze, Not Quite Navy, Basic Black, Daffodil Delight, Certainly Celery Designer Series 

Paper, Parker’s Patterns Designer Series Paper 

Accessories: Big Shot, Pop ‘n Cuts Card Base, Pop ‘n Cuts Dress Form, Square Lattice and Northern Flurry Embossing folders, 

Word Window, 1 ¾” circle, 1 3/8” and 1 ¼” circle, Itty Bitty Shapes, Oval,  and Scallop Oval punches,  rhinestone 

The plant stand is a piece of Basic Black card 

stock that was cut out using only the bottom of 

the dress form base on the Pop ‘n Cuts die. 

The pot started out as a piece of Cajun Craze 

cardstock rectangle measuring 2” x 1 3/4” and 

cut up the sides at an angle to form the pot.  

The rim of the pot is 2 pieces of Cajun Craze  

card stock punched using the Word Window 

punch and glued together to form one longer 

piece.  The rim was attached to the pot and the 

whole piece was run through the Big Shot and 

the Square Lattice Embossing Folder. 

The cactus is a piece of scrap Certainly Celery 

Designer Series Paper (sorry, don’t know what 

pack it came out of) punched out using a 1 ¾” 

circle punch and run through the Big Shot using 

the Northern Flurry Embossing Folder. 
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Supplies Used : (all supplies are Stampin' Up!) 

Stamp Sets: My Digital Studio for "bon voyage" greeting, My Digital Studio "World Tour" digital download for tag on front 

Paper: Very Vanilla as card base, Island Indigo for suitcases, Basic Gray for suitcase rack, Cajun Craze for suitcase handles, Fan 

Fair Designer Series Paper for inside of top suitcase, card front and inside card front 

Accessories: Big Shot, Card Base Pop 'n Cuts, Dress Form Pop 'n Cuts, square Lattice Embossing Folder, Paper Piercing Tool and 

Mat, Neutral brads, oval, scallop oval and corner rounder punches, 5/8" Victoria Crochet Trim, My Digital Studio  

This suit case card was created for a travel-themed challenge. 

The suitcase stand is a piece of Basic Gray card stock that was 

cut out using only the bottom of the dress form base on the  

Pop ‘n Cuts die. 

The suitcases are pieces of Island Indigo card stock measuring 

¾” x 3 ¼”, ¾” x 2 ¾”, and  ¾” x  2 ¼”.  Each piece was run 

through the Big Shot using the Square Lattice Embossing folder.  

The top of the open suitcase is a piece of Fan Fair DSP 

measuring  2 ¼” x 1 ½” with the top corners rounded off. 

The “handles” are scraps of Cajun Craze card stock cut 

freehand.  The “latches” are neutral brads inserted through 

each Island Indigo rectangle. 

I created the “bon voyage” greeting in My Digital Studio, 

printed it out on Very Vanilla card stock and punched using an 

oval punch. 

I added some pieces of 5/8” Victoria Crochet Trim to the 

“inside” of the top suitcase. 

 

This is the front of the card made using Fan Fair 

DSP.  The “first class” tag is from World Tour, a 

My Digital Studio download.  
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Card Base Pop 'n Cuts 

#130099, $39.95 

Cuts a card base.  Is magnetic so you can insert the magnetic Pop "n 

Cuts Dress Form die inside this base to cut a fun pop-up card. Card 

base is 4 1/4" x 11".  Use with the Big Shot and extended cutting 

plates. 

 

Dress Form Pop ' Cuts 

#130100  $21.95 

Insert in the Card Base Pop "n Cuts die to create a fun pop-up card!  

Embellish the dress form with a dress you cut using the Dress Up 

Framelits. Or use only the dress form stand like I did Dress Form 

insert: 3 1/4" x 4 5/16".  Use with the Big Shot and extended cutting 

plates.   

 

 

Dress Up Framelits Dies   

  

# 130101 $24.95  

Easily cut stamped dress images from the All Dressed Up Stamp Set. 

Largest design: 1-1/2" x 4-1/4". 3 dies. Cuts a single sheet of paper 

using the Big Shot, Standard Cutting Pads, and Multipurpose Platform. 

 

http://www.stampingwithbluemooncreations.com/.a/6a00e54f0a19ff8834017d41e8de40970c-popup
http://www.stampingwithbluemooncreations.com/.a/6a00e54f0a19ff8834017d41e8ea99970c-popup

